The following errata correct errors in Battletome: Gloomspite Gitz. The errata are updated regularly; when changes are made any changes from the previous version will be highlighted in magenta. Where the date has a note, e.g. ‘Revision 2’, this means it has had a local update, only in that language, to clarify a translation issue or other minor correction.

**Page 62 –** Blessings of the Bad Moon, The Clammy Hand
Change the rules text to:
'If this general is within 12" of a friendly Bad Moon Loonshrine at the end of your turn, you can use the Bad Moon Loonshrine’s ‘Moonclan Lair’ scenery rule 2 times at the end of that turn.'

**Page 65 –** Glinty Gubbins That Troggoths Found, Shiny Wotnot
Change the last sentence to:
'If the mortal wound was inflicted by an endless spell, on a 6+ that mortal wound is negated, and that endless spell is dispelled (any other mortal wounds it could have inflicted are negated).'

**Page 74 –** Fanatics Followers Table, D6 roll of 1-3
Change Followers to:
'5 Loonsmasha Fanatics*'

**Page 75 –** Fanatics Followers Table, D6 roll of 4-6
Change Followers to:
'5 Sporesplatta Fanatics*'

**Page 89 –** Loonboss, I’m Da Boss, Now Stab ‘Em Good!
Change the first and second sentences of the rules text to:
‘You can use this command ability at the start of the combat phase. If you do so, pick 1 friendly Moonclan Grot unit wholly within 12” of a friendly model with this command ability, or wholly within 24” of a model with this command ability that is your general.’

**Page 103 –** Scuttleboss on Gigantic Spider, Ride ’Em All Down!
Change the first and second sentences of the rules text to:
‘You can use this command ability at the start of your charge phase. If you do so, pick 1 friendly Spiderfang Grot unit wholly within 18” of a friendly model with this command ability.’

**Page 111 –** Pitched Battle Profiles, Sneaky Snufflers
Change the Min unit size to ‘6’ and the Max unit size to ‘18’ (there is no change to the Points value).